Abstract. In this paper, we present Quantum Dynamic Programming approach for problems on directed acycling graphs (DAGs). The algorithm has time complexity O( √n m logn) comparing to a deterministic one that has time complexity O(n + m). Here n is a number of vertexes, n is a number of vertexes with at least one outgoing edge; and m is a number of edges. We show that we can solve problems that have OR, AND, NAND, MAX and MIN functions as the main transition step. The approach is useful for a couple of problems. One of them is computing Boolean formula that represented by DAG with AND and OR boolean operations in vertexes. Another one is DAG's diameter search.
Introduction
Dynamic programming approach is one of the most useful ways to solve problems in computer science [CLRS01] . The main idea of the method is solving a problem using precomputed solutions of the same problem, but with smaller parameters. One class of problems that uses dynamic programming is problems on directed acycling graphs (DAGs). Example of such problems can be computing diameter of a DAG (length of longest path). Another example is computing Boolean formula that can be represented in DAG with conjunction (AND) or disjunction (OR) in vertexes, and inversion (NOT) on edges.
The best known deterministic algorithm of dynamic Programming on DAGs use Depth-first search algorithm (DFS) as subroutine. Thus, this algorithm has at list Depth-first search algorithm's time complexity, that is O(n + m), where m is a number of edges and n is a number of vertexes.
We suggest a quantum algorithm with time complexity O( √n m logn), wherê n is a number of vertexes with non-zero outgoing degree. It can solve problems that have dynamic programming algorithm with OR, AND, NAND, MAX or MIN functions as transition step. We use Grover's search [Gro96, BBHT98] and Dürr and Høyer maximum search [DH96] algorithms to speed up our search. A similar approach has been applied by Dürr et al. [DHHM04, DHHM06] ; Ambainis andŠpalek [AŠ06]; Dörn [Dör09, Dör08] to different graph problems.
We apply this main approach to two problems. First of them is computing boolean formula. It is known that any Boolean function can be represented as Disjunctive normal form (DNF). Such formula can be represented as AND-OR tree or AND-OR directed acycling graph. In such graphs, leaves are associated with boolean variables and other vertexes are associated with conjunction (AND) or disjunction (OR); edges can be associated with inversion (NOT) function. Boolean circuits can be considered as an example of such representation. Quantum algorithms for computing AND-OR trees were considered by Ambainis et al. [ACR + 10,Amb07,Amb10]. Authors presented algorithm with time complexity O( √ n). On the one hand, this algorithm has better time complexity than the algorithm in this paper. On the other hand, Ambainis' algorithm is applicable only to trees, but not to DAGs. This is the significant restriction because converting DAGs to a tree can lead to exponential increasing of a vertexes number. In that case, the algorithm for DAGs has exponential benefit comparing to the algorithm for trees.
The second problem is computing a diameter for a DAG. A diameter is a length of a path between two most far vertexes of a graph. As other problems that can be solved by dynamic programming on DAGs, this problem has deterministic time complexity O(n + m). At the same time, our algorithm has time complexity O( √n m logn). The paper is organized in the following way. We present definitions in Section 2. Section 3 contains a general description of the algorithm. An application to AND-OR DAG evaluation is in Section 4. Section 5 contains a solution for DAG's diameter search problem.
Preliminaries
Let us present definitions and notation from graph theory, that we use in this paper. You can read more about graphs and algorithms in [CLRS01] .
Graph G is a pair G = (V, E) where V = {v 1 , . . . , v n } is a set of vertexes, E = {e 1 , . . . , e m } is a set of edges, an edge e ∈ E is a pair of vertexes e = (v, u),
Graph G is directed if all edges e = (v, u) are ordered pairs. In that case, an edge e leads from vertex v to vertex u. Graph G is acycling if there is no path that starts and finishes in the same vertex. In the paper, we consider directed acycling graphs (DAGs).
Let D i = (v : ∃e = (v i , v) ∈ E) be a list of vertexes that can be reached from a vertex v i in one step, for i ∈ {1 . . . n}.
Let L be a set of indexes of vertexes that have not outgoing edges. Formally,
For DAGs we require two additional properties:
-if there is an edge e = (v i , v j ) ∈ E, then i < j; -last |L| vertexes belong to L, formally d i = 0, for i >n.
Our algorithms use some quantum algorithms as subroutine and other part is classical. As quantum algorithms we use query model algorithms. This algorithms can do query to black-box that has access to graph structure and stored data. We use an adjacency list model as model for graph representation. The input specified by n arrays D i , for i ∈ {1 . . . n}. We suggest [NC10] as good book about quantum computing.
Quantum Dynamic Programming Algorithm for DAGs
Let us describe an algorithm in general case.
Let us consider some problem P on directed acycling graph G = (V, E). Suppose that we have a dynamic programming algorithm for P or we can say that there is a solution of the problem P that is equivalent to computing a function f for each vertex.
As a function f we consider only functions from a set F with following properties:
-Result set Σ can be real numbers R, or integers {0, . . . , Z}, for some integer
Suppose that the function h i has a quantum algorithm Q i with time complexity T (k), where k is a length of the argument for the function h i . Then we can suggest the following algorithm: Algorithm 1. Let we have an array t = (t[1], . . . , t[n]) where we will store results of the function f . Let tf (j) be a function such that tf
The algorithm is following.
Let us discuss time complexity of Algorithm 1. Lemma 1. Suppose that time complexity of quantum algorithms Q i are T (k), where k is a length of an argument. Then time complexity T 1 of Algorithm 1 is
Proof. Note, that when we compute t[i] we already have computed or can compute in constant time tf (j 1 ), . . . , tf (j di ), because for all e = (v i , v j ) ∈ E we have i < j.
A time complexity of a processing for a vertex
The algorithm process vertexes one by one, therefore to compute time complexity T 1 , we should sum time complexities of the processing of each vertex.
Note, that quantum algorithms have a probabilistic behavior. That's why we should compute a probability of error for the algorithm. Let us compute a probability of error for Algorithm 1.
Lemma 2. Let the quantum algorithm Q i for the function h i has an error probability ε(n), where i ∈ {1, . . . , n}\L. Then the probability of error for Algorithm 1 is at most 1 − (1 − ε(n))n.
Proof. Let us compute a probability of a success work of Algorithm 1. Suppose that all vertexes are computed without error. The probability of this event is (1 − ε(n))n, because we invoke algorithms Q i for vertexes from {1, . . . , n}\L and error of each invocation is independent event.
Therefore, the probability of an error for Algorithm 1 is at most 1−(1−ε(n))n.
For some functions and algorithms, we have not a requirement that all arguments of h should be computed without error. In that case, we will get better error probability. This situation is discussed in Section 3.1.
Examples of Functions
We can choose the following functions as a function h.
-Conjunction (AND function). For computing this function, we can use a Grover search algorithm [Gro96, BBHT98] for searching 0 among arguments. If the element that we found is 0, then the result is 0. If the element is 1, then there is no 0s, and the result is 1. -Disjunction (OR function). We can use the same approach, but here we search 1s. If we found 1, then the result is 1; and 0, otherwise. -NAND function. We can use the same approach as for AND function, but here we search 1s. If we found 0 then the result is 1; and 0, otherwise. -Maximum function. We can use Dürr and Høyer maximum search algorithm
[DH96]. -Minimum function. We can use the same algorithm, as for maximum.
-other functions that have quantum algorithms.
As we discussed before, AND, OR and NAND functions can be computed using Grover search algorithm. Therefore algorithm for these functions on vertex v i has an error ε i = 1/d i and time complexity
Hence ε i ≤ 0.5. The similar situation with computing maximum and minimum functions. Dürr-Høyer algorithm give us an error ε ≤ 0.5. If we develop a dynamic programming solution, based on AND, OR, NAND, MAX and MIN functions and directly apply Lemma 2 then we get error of the algorithm 1 − (0.5)n. This is very big error if we have at lest two vertexes with more than one outgoing edges. So we can repeat invoking algorithm for reduce error probability. This result is presented in the following lemma.
Lemma 3. If functions h i ∈ {AN D, OR, N AN D, M AX, M IN } then there is a quantum dynamic programming algorithm A for the problem P that has time complexity O( √n m logn) = O( √ nm log n) and error probability O(1/n).
Proof. Let we have a quantum algorithm Q i and a deterministic algorithm A i for a function h i ∈ {AN D, OR, M AX, M IN }, where i ∈ {1, . . . , n}\L. In the case of NAND function, we use the deterministic algorithm for OR function as
It is easy to construct a deterministic algorithm A i for a function h i ∈ {AN D, OR, M AX, M IN } that is work in linear time.
Then we present the following algorithm for the problem P : Algorithm 2. 
The algorithm is following. for i fromn to 1 for z from 1 to 2 log 2n
The difference between Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 is the following. Instead of invoking algorithm Q i once, we invoke it 2 log 2n times. Then we apply the same function to results that the algorithm Q i returns. In the case of NAND function, we apply OR function to results that the algorithm Q i returns.
Let us consider all functions one by one and show that the Algorithm 2 is right. Additionally, we discuss the error probability.
Firstly, let us focus on OR function. The algorithm Q i for OR function searches 1s. We use Grover search algorithm for this procedure. If the algorithm finds the index of 1, then the result is 1. If the algorithm finds the index of 0, then the result is 0.
Suppose that there is no 1s; then the algorithm Q i returns index of 0 always. Suppose that there is at list one 1; then the algorithm Q i returns the index of 0 with probability at most Secondly, let us consider AND function. By the similar way we can show that the algorithm Q i always returns right answer in a case of the result should be 1; and returns 1 in place of 0 with probability at most 
, then t i = r iff all invocations of the algorithm Q i have errors. Probability of such event is at most 1 2 2 log 2n = 1 n 2 . Therefore, the probability of error is at most ε(n)
Hence, ε(n) = O(1/n).
Let us discuss time complexity of Algorithm 2. By Lemma 1, time complexity is
Due to the Cauchy-Bunyakovsky-Schwarz inequality, we have i∈{1,...,n}\L
m is total number of edges. Hence n i∈{1,...,n}\L
Dynamic Programming Based on Minimum and Maximum functions
If we consider only MIN and MAX functions as h i , then we can get better result than for Algorithm 2. Let us present Algorithm 3, that do less repetition of Dürr-Høyer algorithm and has better time complexity. Suppose a solution of the problem P is a value of f (v a ), for some a ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Algorithm 3. Let we have an array t = (t[1] , . . . , t[n]) where we will store results of the function f . Additionally, we have a temporary array b = (b[1] , . . . , b[2 log 2 q]). Let q be the longest path from the vertex v a to one of vertexes v ∈ L. Let tf (j) be a function such that tf (j) = t[j], if j ≤n; tf (j) = f (j), if j >n.
The algorithm is following. for i fromn to a for z from 1 to 2 log 2 q
Let us discuss properties of Algorithm 3.
Lemma 4. Suppose that functions h i ∈ {M AX, M IN } and a solution of the problem P is a value of f (v a ), for some a ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Then there is a quantum dynamic programming algorithm A for the problem P that has time complexity O( √n m log q) = O( √ nm log q) and error probability O(1/q).
Proof. we consider Algorithm 3 as the algorithm for P . Let us consider a vertex v i for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}\L. Let us focus on the vertex v a . For computing f (v a ) without an error, we should compute f (v a1 ) without an error. Here v a1 ∈ D a such that maximum is reached on v a1 . For computing f (v a1 ) without an error, we should compute f (v a2 ) without an error. Here v a2 ∈ D a1 such that maximum is reached on v a2 and so on. Hence, for solving problem without error, we should process only at most q vertexes without an error.
Therefore, the probability of error for Algorithm 3 is
Quantum Algorithm for AND-OR DAGs Evolution
Let us apply ideas of quantum dynamic programming algorithms on directed acycling graphs to AND-OR DAGs It is known that any Boolean function can be presented as Disjunction normal form (DNF) or formula using AND, OR and NOT function (conjunction, disjunction and inversion) [Yab89] . Any such formula can be presented as directed acycling graph with following properties: The graph represents a formula that can be evaluated in the following way. We associate a value r i ∈ {0, 1} with a vertex v i , for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
is a label of an edge e = (i, j). Here for any boolean variable x, we say that x 1 = x and x 0 = ¬x. The result of the evolution is r s .
Let us consider an example. Let formula
The DAG representation of the formula F is presented in Figure 1 . for i fromn to 1 for z from 1 to 2 log 2n [1] , . . . , b[2 log 2n ]) Algorithm 4 has the following property: Theorem 1. Algorithm 4 evolutes the AND-OR DAG G; has time complexity O( √n m logn) = O( √ nm log n) and error probability O(1/n).
Proof. Algorithm 4 evolutes the AND-OR DAG G by the definition of AND-OR DAG for formula F . Algorithm 4 is almost the same as Algorithm 2. The difference in labels of edges. At the same time, the Oracle gets information on edge in constant time. Therefore, time complexity and error probability of Q i does not change. Hence, using similar proof we can show that time complexity O( √n m logn) = O( √ nm log n) and error probability O(1/n).
NAND DAGs Evaluation
Another way to represent a Boolean function is a NAND directed acycling graph. A Boolean function can be presented as NAND-formula [Yab89] . We can present NAND formula as DAG with similar properties as AND-OR DAG, but functionvertexes has only NAND labels. Additionally, we can say, that edges in the graph have not labels, because we do not need NOT functions in the formula. At the same time, if we want to use more operations then we can consider NAND-NOT DAGs and NAND-AND-OR-NOT DAGs. The following theorem claims results similar to the result from Theorem 3.
Theorem 2. Algorithm 4 evaluates a NAND-AND-OR-NOT DAG and a NAND-NOT DAG. Algorithm 2 evolutes a NAND DAG. Both algorithms have time complexity O( √n m logn) = O( √ nm log n) and error probability O(1/n).
Proof. The proof is similar to proofs of Lemma 3 and Theorem 3.
Discussion
Let us compare the algorithm for AND-OR DAGs evaluation with existing ones. Deterministic algorithm for the problem has Depth-first search [CLRS01] as subroutine and should observe all edges. So, time complexity of deterministic algorithm is O(n + m). Our quantum algorithm has benefit, if m > √n m log 2n , so m >n(log 2n ) 2 . A simple example of Boolean function that has quantum speed-up is
time complexity of deterministic algorithm is O(k), because n = k + 1,n = 1, m = k.
Let us compare our quantum algorithm with existing ones. Quantum algorithms for computing AND-OR trees and NAND-trees were considered by Ambainis et al. [ACR + 10,Amb07,Amb10]. Authors presented algorithms that has time complexity O( √ n). If we apply our algorithm to a tree, then time complexity is O(n log n), because a tree is DAG and number of edges is n − 1. Therefore, we get worse time complexity, even if we compare with a deterministic algorithm for a tree that has complexity O(n).
At the same time, the algorithm of Ambainis et al. cannot be applied to DAGs, but only to trees. Note, that many formulas have big trees, but small DAGs. The difference between tree and DAG sizes can be up to exponential. In such case, our algorithm gives significant benefit comparing to the algorithm for a tree.
Let us present an example for such formula. F 2 = x 1 ⊕ x 2 ⊕ x 3 ⊕ x 4 . DAG and tree representations of parity in Figure 2 . It is easy to see that diameter has the following property, but we present the proof for completeness of presentation.
Lemma 5. For any directed acycling graph G = (V, E), there are vertexes v i ∈ V and v j ∈ V such that there is no ingoing edges for v i , d j = 0 and the length of the shortest path between v i and v j equals to the diameter diam(G).
Proof. Assume that there is v i and v j such that len(i , j ) = diam(G), but there is ingoing edge for v i or d j = 0.
Assume that v i has an ingoing edge. Therefore, there is v i such that an edge (i , i ) ∈ E. Hence, there is a path between vertexes i and j such that len(i , j ) = len(i , j ) + 1. It is a contradiction with definition of diameter.
Assume that v j has an outgoing edge. Therefore, there is v j such that an edge (j , j ) ∈ E. Hence, there is a path between vertexes i and j such that len(i , j ) = len(i , j ) + 1. It is a contradiction with definition of diameter.
So, we assumed that the claim of the lemma is wrong and got the contradiction.
Assume that we have a restriction for diameter: dim(G) ≤ g for some positive integer g ≤ n. If we have not a restriction, then we use g = n. So, we can present an algorithm for diameter finding:
Algorithm 5. Suppose we have an array t = (t[1], . . . , t[n]) where we will store a length of the shortest path from a vertex to most far vertex v i ∈ L. Let Q be the Dürr-Høyer quantum algorithm for M AX function. Let tf (j) be a function such that tf (j) = t[j], if j ≤n; tf (j) = 0, if j >n.
The algorithm is following. 
Conclusion
We suggest the quantum dynamic programming algorithm for some problems on directed acycling graphs. Any deterministic dynamic programming algorithm on DAGs can be converted to quantum one if it uses MAX, MIN, OR, AND, NAND functions or any other functions that have quantum speed-up. As examples, we suggested quantum algorithms for evaluating Boolean function that presented by AND-OR and NAND directed acycling graphs; and computing diameter of a DAG.
Considering quantum dynamic programming algorithms for other problems is interesting.
